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Things Fall Apart_
The center cannOehold
Mere anarchy is ,,loose upon the world.

W.B. Ytates
0

On a'given census day in 1971; two, out of every hundred males in western

Ireland were in a Mental hospital. Nearly all (89%) were lifelong celibates;

mosb'werp-Aween the .ages of'hirty-five and fifty, and' more tlawhalf were

diagnosed' as schizophrenic.

O On a'given census day in 1975 in the tiny parish of 4allybran'in Southwest

Kerry; almost kiv t percent of thepopulation.of 549 people was receiving

Mental,psychiatric care.or Medication as in-patients at,the County e Hospital or

as out-patients ki the psychiatric clinic in Aearby Dingle., Two- thirds of these
. .

1

. 4 / , , t

patients ikre men, and all :it one As single.

,

.

And,-on any, given dark winter's night when the rest of the parish has long

w' 0

,

been asleep, one can pass by.the ancient stone cow house of Michael'O'Brian and

hear the oldrsint" milkingand talking to his cows:or merely'"standing the

night" with them while reciting s Veral declides of the `rosary. -But, Misha MIGod
,

what harm? Michael, the old recluse, is a saint and he serves his cows they way
...- .

. . ,

.

he once serired'his,mother, God restierTsoul.
$ ° 0

I.

1.

Ot, taking the rocky bohoreen road that seperAtes the Finn from the O 'Neil

Pasture, one might.enCounter holy'Philemena, dressed in''Vlbrant reds and greens,.'
, . ir-> . ,

4,, '1 fr.

on .her way to a Mass long since over. She will stop i(Tbu and hold you fast until.
Q. ,'

\

she has been ab4 to get I7right -..- her loose broken,. diffUse geneology

counting the names and, numbers of people lo g since dead or gone away and -

II

- . i

groping for.her glace among the shadows, Ph lomena asks you again: "Has JimMy

' Mickey come home yet?" 1

Mental illness, both treated and untreated, is common in the land of taints V
)

and scholars, and is statistically associated withothe western region, peripheial

/agriculture, male Status, depopulation; isolatiOn and celibacy. ,,Diagnosed
,
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schizophrenia accounts for 56% of mental.hospital beets in the west, four times

figures'for schizophrenia reported in rural ,England and Wales.., Among

hospitalized women there appea'rs'to'be aigieater tendency towards obsessive-

, 4
ILe

compulsive states, phobias and hysterias, while among men,. there is a. higher

percentage of affective psychoses, schizophrenia, and alcoholism linked°with

ri
immature or dependent,personality characteristics.

y.

In this-0.aper, based on ten months of participant,observation in an Irish

eAK 4. 1

speaking Gill'age of Southw t Kerry, combined with weekly visits to the.County

- 1

Mental Hospital, I will'examine.one aspect of mental illness,in Ireland -- its
o

asdociation withpermanent/celibacy add the more generalized problem of culture

4ftath, stagnation and anomie prevalent in the western countryside. I wifl Use

comparison of selected,themes i'n fdur.cards'of the Thematic Apperception Test --

which was administered in its entirety to thirty-six normal village adolescents

between fifteen and nineteen years, and to twectty -two single mental patients of

both sexes between the ages of flifteen aid thirty-five --,in order to illustrate

t

and inform the,followin discussion of e major conflicts and stresses which

surround the coming 'of ge in rural I eland today and Which commonly cOntribute,-

to mental breakdown.

,

All village Males tested were potential fatm'heirsi id contrasf, almost all

the 'females were anticipatit emigration from the village. Similarly..nitie out
. .

of the eleven male psychiatric patients were stay at home farm-or trade workers;

while most female psychiatricPpatients had, spept at leadt some_ time wofking

abroad. These differences were not consciously selected for, biit7gore a natural

reflectionof demographic patterns

Prior to thle.Great Famine of 1845-1847 the population of Ballyb'ran pariah .

1A
was 2,772 souls. Church records inditate that marriages were frequent, contracted

4

1 Statistics drawn from O'Hare and Walsh, The Irish Psychiatric Hospital Cencus,
1971. 15Ablili: The Medico-sOtial Resarch Board.
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at a tender age and families were large. The population was reduced to half by,

the famfne, and as in. the rest of Ireland, there 'iollowed an adaptive reversal

of marriage and birth patterns, and a spiraling' emigration rate. Whereas in

1965 the census recorded a population of 645 persons, today it is 46l. The
V

thirty-eight deaths and fitxeenemigragons of the past year were offset by only
m$ 0,

three births. The last parish marriage took place three years ago and

to produce an heir. Few 'married couples toddy value the old seven-nine child-
/

I

household once so p.revelant inthe community, and a very -successful and religiously

,
sanctioned form of biz.? control total continence is practiced by,several

upwardly'mobileWillage couples sincethgy-have produced their desired limit.of

two or three children,.

The prtdominant household in Ballybraft today is a consanguinal rather than- '

e.

affinal. Of 138 households, only 41 are traditional' extended or nuclear families.
4

r

A

The remaining 87 households are comprised of various-combinations of blood
,

kin:
?

e

solitary bachelors, bachelor brothels with spinster sisters, widows andAwfdowers

alone ,with their unmarried adult children( The flight of women frolethe once
I. ok

tightly endogamous community, can be 4 witnessed in tye virtual absence Of eligible

women. While there are more than thirty still hopeful young bachelors between
o

the ages.of twenty-one and thirty-five, only two eligible women between these

ages still remain in the par ish.

The majority of these bachelors are able to make an adequate adjustment to
a

w, . ,

- cthe demands of their stoical existence through strongly cathectedmole,bonding

patterns in"work and' recreation. However, for the more psychologically'

vulnerable, a gradual withdrawal from peer activities, such as spcirts events' and

summer dances, co-operative turf cutting and hay makings,
F s

an engulfing spirit of depression and dispair -- sometimes

signals the onset of

climaxing in fits

of rage of violence directed against neighbors or even their own homestehds and

livestock.

6)V
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A major theme in TAT card one (a boy contemplating a violinon a table

before him) told-by both, normal and disturbedjmen, but not by women, illustrates

weir fhe'Ural Irish male's sense of anomie: with regard to his life and work.

Half of the normal males and a 'quarter of the` male Mental patients toldst&ries

of-despohdency over.a violin that was broken or badly out of tune. _A seventeen

year old potential farm heir from Ballybran, told this story:

He looks fed up, and his violin is broken. He doesn't know what tp
do.'.He's looking at it disgustedly.. It might have broken while he
was playing'with it. Nothing to attract his attention to,'only that.

O

Semus, a hirty-three year old Irish speaking bachelor farmer and:diagnOsea
(,;? '"

schizophrenic, firs.; imprfsoned and thed:later hospicalAped for violent and

disorderly c4ndUct at aidance hall, told this story:
,

T

It's in the mind of the brain he has it. He's asleep on the guitar.
He.feels down and out. - '(Why ?) It's broken. (What's the future?)
He's thinking about his future'as a guitarist. (What about it?)

There is none.
i 4!,

, .
.

..

While to the psychoanalytically oriented, the violin is a symbolically phallic

instivyment, and'the broken violin image would be interpreted as an indication

(0 severe castration anxiety among rural Irish males, 1j)elieVeVhat the
4%*

anrhropologist can best contribute to the interpretation ofA3rojective test

material.by looking first at the ma fest content of the images and placing them
0 lIl

into the framework of the cultural meaning which these images might have on the

conscious leirel. The violin or fiddle, for example, accompanied by the goatskin

drum called the baron, and the melodidp and tin whistle, is the music o4. the
.

-
Irish countryside, and conjures up strongly patriot t.passions in the breasts

of villager's at home and abroad. Irish music, like the Irish,language itself,

represents a ay of life which the.villagers senseqe dying. -Oftheir language

the old.Irish storytellers are wont to say: "The words are broken in my mouth".

OE their music:.. "My' spirit is broke; hOwidan I play when there are none to
#

listen?": This malaise is expressed and felt most keenly by those lads who must

'sacrificed so much in remainifig loyal to the village and the culture -- and whO

1

O
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Intuitively sense thlt "things aren't working", necessary relationships are

"brOken". and "out of 'tune ". I

'

Women responded to the violin image in an oddly'dharacteristic fashion.

.

Almost half the normal Womenoand-one-third of th e disturbed told Stories which

ignored or misidentOled-t be violin. Some worn referred to, it as a gun, a bdhk,

apaipting, a plane, while others referred directly to the blank sheets of paper

beneath-the violin, ignoring the instrument itself. Since it has already been,

established that the fiddle is an important symbOl of Irish culture, the. failure

to notice or recognize it on the pet of the women cannot originate in unfamii-
,

iarity. Rather, there ems to be an obstilate blockingrsdenial or rej ction

of a pogaible threatening symbol. The male phallus? Rural, lifestyle? .Probably

bothg we hypothesize.

The,passivity and Dependency of the boys' themes in which the lad unhappily

r-lOoks for help in playing or mending a broken or°untuned fiddle, can be contrasted

withthe-rtbellioudness of ,t normal girls, five of whom told stories in which

they:actively threw down and4broke in anger the violin, or escaped from the

* tedious lessons: There_io_a vitality to the girls''stories almost totally lacking
. ,

in those of the boys' Contrast Anya's story:

He's fed up and feeks,likeabreaking the old fiddle now. He's gotten*
no good out of it,. and he throws it down and says, 'the hell-With it'.
Then he goes out to have a crack with the other lads.

with Peter's story:

It seems to me that this boy was sent to do his violin practice which
he doesn't like. His father was a good'violin player and they want
.him to be good at-it too. I think he doesn't like music and he's in
ar sulk. (Outcome ?) He'llgetbored-and then fall asleep on the violin.

We also used card one to measure attitudes towards achievement and competence.
.

Again the greater statistical difference was b t eenallthe women and all the

men of both samples.. More than half of the normal,women, and'an even greater.-

1

proportion of the disturbed women told positive achievement stories -- themes

in whidh'th0 set Out, often in,,the path of difficult obstacles to:accomplish

00007



set goals. By contrast, eight out of 14 normal men, and fiveof the eleveir°

psychiatric patients told stories of negative achievement -I-- themes in which

o

they withdrew from social goals, felt bored, sleepy or otherwise disinterested'

in the task.

What is being illustrated here is the end result .of a differentia

socialization experience for rural farm heirs and their more upwardly and
1

'outwardly mobile sisters and older 'brothers. Conrad Arensberg's'description in

the 1930's of a lively farm faiily life in which patriarchal father delaYedI

retirement and set on ega)inst son in the competition for his favor and eventual

-inheritance of the highly valued farm lands, hat. during -the intervening years' .

given way to a new system of farmtransfer governed by,ihe principle of elimin-

ation -- that is, the last boy to escape (usually the yoUngest son) gets stuck

by default withthifarm and saddled with a lifestyle of almost certain celibacy

and self-negating service to the%"old,people". There farm heirs (represented

in mynoimal'and pdychiatric samples) and known in local parlance Rib the "angashores"

or "leftovers" are preffered'from early childhood'by their parents and older siblings

for their destined role by a subtle but persistent process of ego deflation. It
01,

,

is this socialization process, I hyppthesize, which contributes -in part to the

high rates of'psychosis especially schizophrenia,-u- among vulnerable single

male farmers..,

In interviewing the parents'of each of the nuclear households in,Ballybran,

,,I discovered a pattern of fixed status for-children ordained by,sex,,, birth order,
a

physical Qr mental apptitu4p, and by supposedly inborn.tempermental differences.

There was hardly a farm family that could not boast of it's "petChild", its

white-haired boy whose given name was frequently affixed with the nickname

"bawn" (Meaning white) as in the rhyme one jealous brother had composed for me:

"Here's our Paddy Bawn, Mama's pet who can dono-wrong",

'Although no tarM owners today would ever admit to having been "reared a

pet", it appears from the lifehistories of alder villAgers that in former
.

,,
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generations, the7family pet was oft n the first born son, fiaditionally named

after his paternal grandfather, and reared%in order to fill-his projected role

of farm heir. Today the pattern has been reversed, for the aeatest aspirations

of village parents ho longer rest in agriculture or fari ownership. The first

born "Paddy Bawns" of today are reare for export -- for the occupations of

schoitte;cher, civil servant, success ul emigrant, possibly the priesthood.

Daughters may be called "pets", but be ng Daddy's pet daughter carries fat

fewer implications than being Daddy or Mammy's pet sbn.

Children born with physical handic ps have traditionally and still are

,to some extent prepared for the vown and village trades: put the greatly '

disvalued role and status of'farm heir is resetVed today for the family's(so- .

r 4

called "runt", 'scraping of the pot", "leftover" and "blacksheep', Who is

supposedly discovered at a very tender age to have no brains, no guts, no drive,

no ambition. One village lad and farm heir, identified strongly with the some-

.

what downcast lOoking young man in'Card 6BM (an elderly woman standing with her
a

back turned to a tall young man), and' told this story:

The mother is telling the son that she is disappointed in him because
he failed his 'Inters'. She-is saying:'Nick, you are the one child

.1 could never get any good.out of. From the time you'were born I
could see that you would never amount to anything but a stay at home.

0

\ The boy is thinking that he has stayed at home too long, that he, should
leave. But he tealizes.that his time has past, it is already too late.
.(Outcome?) He does the best he can,, and hopes that his mother wilk
come to accept him foe what he is.

v
,

While everything is sacrificed in order to educate the family's pet at a

town boarding) school, the "angashore" will often be encouraged by parents and.,

sometimes by teachers to end his educati n with primary school. The unfortunate

"blacksheep" of the village are re accordiat to the rules of self-fulfilling

prophecy. Parent seem to realize that the more emotionally, delicate and

dependent the child the less talented and self-confident, the more bashful
a

and socially awkward, the greater their ability to,bind this son to themselves._

and to the land. Like Sick in the TAT story above, the potential heir of the

014

A 0 0 0 0 9
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. family. is often told to 4is-face and even in the presence of outsiders-14e

-myself, that lie less",:the "n'er do well" and "slob" a
0

person whocould never 'make it beyond the kep of Ballybran, and lad no girl

would ever care to marry. From my small sample-of eleven male psychiatric patients,.
. p

there was a positive correlation between mental illness, late or later birth, order

and farm inheritance particularly in large farm families.

Supposedly in- orn personality tr its of "nadur" (nature, warmth) and

"duchas" (blood or reeding) were off red by the loCal-populace as explanations

for. the apparent s

Briseann an'ducba

the ,cat" -- was

ccess of one child vs. the seeming hopelessness of another.
.

tri shtfilbh an_phat"-- breeding breaks out in the eye of
0/r'

141

e-camossion proverbial explanation of "poor character" in a child

'
or adolescent. Duchas, or)breeding, was believed to be passed ot through the

A
a

male line, and could go back up to seven genetations.

sometimes became characterize4\by a Angle "duces" e

While whole family trees

.g. the O'Connors are a

family of saints or "There was never a Moriority didn't have the heart of a

mouse" -- brothers and Sistevs.could inherit their particular'duchasfrom a

variety of patfilinial ancestois,'with Sean taking after thrifty Grandfather

Euge: and Paddy taking after idle Uncle/Morris.

The Second quality of inherited character, "nadur" oi.nathre, comes from

the Matriline. It was translate to-Tmeat watmth, ,compassion, sensitivity, soft-

ness,Inother-love. Children were believed to he born with more or less absolute
0

quantities of nadur, which in the days of hteastfeeding was believed. to be trans-
,

mitted through theliotet's milk. Interestingly, boys'in gene'ral were believed

to have moresnadur than girls, and the supposed "delicateness" of -their sons,

particularly of their incompetent blacksheep, was a quality which mothers played
o ...,

upon and 4einforced. Village-mothers claimed thSt their sons wereeasier to raise
W

_

than their daughters, were more'4compliand a greittertaffection for their
\ '

, or ,,

parents, and a deeper love of the mother-country. They, added uniformly that
. .

little boys were "softer" by nature than little gir and needed more attention

.00010
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and "comfdrts". The frequently diagnosed "immatUreor "dependent personality"

traits among Irish male psychiatric patients is, I am.convinced, a bl-product

-
- A

of this early dependency training for ruratjoys.

These supposedly in-born personality differences, betweenboyS and girls. were
.

..., ,

clearly reflected /n marked contrast of attitudes towards farMing, familism,ng
th

.

A ,
emigration on TA card,2 -- a, country scene in Whiche young.girl.carrying books

0
lie in her arm stands in front66fta man working inothe fields while an older, eugges-

A

c

tively 'pregnant woman,lookeon. ,63% of the normal girls and 46% of the female

mental patients told.deprivition stories followed by.real or imagined escape

from the countryside; While normal and di'sturbed women commonly described the

. . Ii.c-

rural scene as a "poor farm in the outbacle
i

or a "miserable piece of rocky land
..e

(realistic assessments of farming in depressed mountainous west Kerry), the normal

boys.Were.given to romanticising the rural scene, calling the farmer; "rich and
fr

prosperous" or "doing all they can to make their farm a civ/lized environmene.

The eleven male Psychiatric patients,.however, sided with the women and none of
"'''.t.. ,fr.'

these told stories with "pastoral ideal" motifs, and fivd told social or ee nomic
t

deprivation stories, which were resolved in resignation rather khan emigrati n..

4 .

Throughout the normal males responses to card two. runs one unifying theme,

,

one ii fixation, perhapS - familism. The normal malef; seemed unable to.transcend

the meaning of family as defined in terms ofanything other than family -of origin

or sibling'bond. The male stories; like the parish of Ballybran itself, were

peopled with single, solitary, unmarried characters overly preoccupied with

the relationships of childhood. '43% of theboys (some of whom are old as
.
21) .

desoribed.the,farm scene as a sibling set/of brother and sister with.mother,looking

on, or even as two sisters and a brother, rather than as the usual eonjugal groups

. A
described by most people of other cultures' The following, is from a long response

giVen to this card by an eighteen.
I,

hteen.year old boy, middle child a famill-of six

children:

Brother and a sister and a mother, right? The girl is thinking about

0 0 0 11
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what is going to happen in the future, that when hei motherWill die,
she will really have'to get dowt to work...the boY, well the mother

seems to have gottenthe upperhand of him. She has beaten hit, not

whalloped but gottdn the better of him. The' boy.is thinking

that whet his mother will die, he and his sister can live happily

together for'the rest of their lilies without any boisingarounik
,

Fam4ism, inte#preteas sibling sets struggling agaitst paenta, is probably

a healthly defetge against the.authoritaAianism of-Irish family, life% wherehonds

Of duty unite children to their parents, but evet4sOonger bonds'of affection

_unite sibling; to each other. Mihal's fantasy, expressed in the response above,

of mother dying and he and his sister living-together happily *ever Vter "without

.

any bossing around", represents a real 'and growing alternative to marriage 411,' '

Ballybran where thereoare pearly as many households comprised of adult sibling

f
, . r. '

_

. .

,sets than there'are traditional nuclear and extendedjamilies.
4

.. 4, .. ila
.

The most remarkable difference to emerge from the TAT'concernod attitudes
. , "

of the normal and psychiatric samples of medand women, wards sexuality,,romantic
,

love, and generativity. In both male and fendre normal samples there wasethrough,r'

out the responses an absence of themeg dealiAgWith lave and affiliation between

the sexes,, a dirth of marriage and conjugal t mes, an intense embarrassment tkith

the partial nudity of cards 13MF (bedroom scene) and 17' (scantly dressed man of

* v

a rope), as well as a blocking or denial of the pregnant condition of,the ol
.

..

/ women in card two. The-normal cards were marked by an i tense familiaR,, a pre-
. u Y

,°

,.

occupation with the material' and economic, rather than social, environment, and 4\-

,

Y
\.

,
_

a romanticism and fasoination;with death. By contrast, ,the psychiatric patients --

. .

both male and female -- told a high percentage of courtship,and marriage stories

in whickthey consciously rejected celibacy and childlessness as away of life.

While themes of guilt, sexual prudery and repression were equally-h1 on
.

4

ihe,yery comprotising bedroom Scene on card 13MF in-lboth normal and psychiatric 7

. -
.

siples, the disturbed men and women tended to relate directly and immediately-%

to the issue at hand -- sexuality; while the normal villagers, male and ft:Wale,
t

v

told family siekness or ldeath stories or fiat - fetched stor4' y-3boOk fattasied'ofa,

*-4
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;damsel in distress foond oft the doorstep spabrought'in from the storm. Johnny,
f A

-a diagnosed paranoid achizophrenic,.age 22, tot 4 this story yhich.concludes with

en interesting bit of insight:
' . . . . , , .

- ,

Thig
.

pictursk, for( want -of,a better ward, could-be
...

called sordid; It

shows bedroom scene between a husband :and wifei I seemsttiey haves

Au:et-hid sexual intercourse. However, the mSn'has_got dressed' very
quickly, or else he can't' bring himself to.haye it. We'll choose the
former. He'has just had the intercourse and now h6 is bitten by pangs
or remorse, which is a thing that shouldn't happen.if#We were educated

.

.
properly to the normality of all sexual behavior. :.

-
,

. ,.

While pregnancy and deliiiry stories were noticeably, hsent in both normal

samples, they. were 'common in the psychiatric samples. Peter, a 292.year old
, , . ,4

-,4 tradesman ad'hOsOltalized alcoholic given to:fits of violence and aggressfon.-
- _

' .

told this rather gently story.ia.card 13MF:

This is a girl and she seems to
,s bear tolook at her. She could

._-- You want an ending? O.K. , the

father takes care of it.

be in- great pain, and iour man can't
be in labor and having difficulties.
girl dies, butthe-eaby lives, and the

. Following the TAT-1 would at, times ask the more out-going mental patients to

consent. to the Draw-A-Person test. Seamus, the malcontented 33 year old bachelor
ne

and schizophrenic mentioned earlier, summed up in his picture all the longing

in lonely souls like himself for growth, creativity and intimacy -- for Seamus

immediately drew the portrait 64,a very pregnant .woman. 4

It is our conclusion from the TAT responsess interviews,. and observations

of village life,' that the cost of inheriting the land'and perpetuating the rural
0

culture with its demandi of ad.austere andl would be tempted to say "unnatural"
Q

lifestyle, leaVes the Kerry adolescent and young adult few options. Among these

are escape through emigration,- stoical acceptance via repression, or increasingly

today, periodic maladjustment durivhich times the delicate balance tips and

the normally-repressed individual-is flooded with uncontrolable angersv,resent-
,

ments, and more importantly, with felt needs for attachment and intimacy with

the absent 'or non - existent "significant others" in his life.
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